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INTRODUCTION 
In a previous paper we have introduced a family of linear grammars, 
which we have called even linear grammars (ELG), and we have shown 
that the languages generated by the ELG's contain the regular events 
and behave analogously tothem. 
In the present paper we point out the mathematical reasons of the 
regular-like behavior of these languages, which enables us to obtain a 
sort of "Kleene Theorem" for them. We also generalize all results about 
ELG's to a class of families of linear grammars. The languages generated 
by each family have properties imilar to regular events, and contain 
them. Finally an interesting problem, in our opinion, about the inter- 
section of all these families is pointed out. 
SECTION I 
We briefly recall the main results of an earlier paper (Amar and 
Putzolu, 1964), hereafter denoted by PI. 
Let Z = {z} be a finite alphabet, which will be fixed for the rest of the 
discussion, and let T~ = {~, ¢ ..-} be the free semigroup with unity 
XonE. 
DEFINITION 1. An even linear grammar (ELG) on the alphabet Z is 
a context free grammar (Chomsky and Schfitzenberger, 1963; Bar- 
Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961; Ginsburg and Rice, 1962) ~ = 
(A, ~0, P) where A is the auxiliary alphabet, ~0 is the initial symbol, and 
P has only productions ofthe form: 
The languages generated by the ELG's are called quasi-regular events. 
1 [ ~ [ denotes helength of the word ~. 
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DEFINITION 2. An equivalence relation E on ~ is called a quasi 
congruence if it satisfies the following condition: 
fo-'~J' EJCJ' ff ~E¢ then )V@' , J )  
THEOREM 5 (PI). A set H is a quasi-regular event if and only if there 
exists a quasi congruence of finite index which saturates it. 
Since every congruence is a quasi congruence, from the theorem of 
Myhill (Rabin and Scott, 1959) we have that quasi-regular events 
contain regular events. 
SECTION II 
We now illustrate the mathematical reasons of the regular-like be- 
havior of quasi-regular events. 
Given a word ~ C Tz we decompose it in this way: 
, ,, fl ' = = ~c%~ where ~ I I 
Lw~EzUx=~ 
This decomposition is clearly unique. We define then on Tz the following 
abstract product denoted by "o": 
def 
~flo~ ~ ~'~"  r p ,, it = ~ ~ co~, 
II. 1. "o" is associative. In fact: 
= (¢ '~¢~")ox  = (~o¢, )ox  
This implies that Tz is a semigroup with respect o the product "o". We 
shall call it T (°). It may be easily seen that T (°~ has all the words ~ C 
(i.e. 1~ I < 2) as right unities, while it does not, have any left unity. 
Furthermore T (°) is right cancellative (i.e., ~o# = )~o~ implies ~ = x) 
but not left cancellative. 
II. 2. Every right invariant equivalence relation on T (°) is a quasi con- 
gruence on Tz and conversely. 
Pt~OOF: Let E be a right invariant equivalence r lation on T (°). Then: 
~E~'- -~f ' 'x  ---~fV(x',x") with Ix'l=lx"l 
oxE¢ox "l.x'~,x" Ex' ¢x" 
i.e., E is a quasi congruence; analogously we can prove the converse. 
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Using statement II. 2 it is now obvious that theorem 5 (PI) assumes 
a form under which it is strictly analogous to the theorem of Nerode 
(Rabin and Scott, 1959) for finite automata, i.e. : 
II. 3. Each quasi-regular event is saturated by a right invariant (with 
respect o the product "o") equivalence r lation of finite index, and con- 
versely. 
It now becomes clear why quasi-regular events have mathematical 
properties very similar to those of regular events. In fact both families 
are associated in the same way with right invariant equivalence r la- 
tions respectively on T (°) and Tz. This remark clarifies that the research 
of families of events, which behave analogously to regular events, is 
essentially the research of suitable abstract product on the set of tapes. 
It seems interesting therefore to study the intrinsic properties of semi- 
groups defined in this way, and to try establishing relations between 
these properties and the features of the classes of the associated lan- 
guages. The families of languages so generated are not necessarily con- 
text free but ought o have some relevant mathematical structure. 
In Section IV we shall introduce a set of families of context free lan- 
guages imilar to regular languages and we shall show that each of these 
families is associated with a particular abstract product on the set of 
tapes. 
SECTION III 
We shall now study the closure properties of quasi-regular languages. 
A. COMPLEMENTATION 
If A is a quasi-regular event, there exists a quasi congruence of finite 
index E which saturates A (theorem 5 (PI)). Consequently E saturates 
also the complement ofA in Tz, A, i.e., quasi-regular events are closed 
under complementation. 
B. UNION AND INTERSECTION 
If A and B are quasi-regular events, there exist two quasi congruences 
Ex and EB of finite index which saturate respectively A and B. 
It is easy to show that E~ fl E~ (i.e., the equivalence r lation having 
as classes of intersection of the classes of EA and EB) is a quasi con- 
gruence and saturates A U B and A n B. Consequently quasi-regular 
events are closed with respect to union and intersection. 
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In order to obtain other remarkable closure properties we give the 
following definitions: 
1. If A and B are two sets of strings, then AoB denotes the set of all 
elements of the form ~o¢ with ~ C A, ¢ ff B. 
2. If A is a set of strings, then we define 
A t = a+A +AoA + ...2 
C. OPERATION "o" 
Let A and B be two quasi-regular events, respectively generated by 
the ELG's ~ - (A x, 60 A, pA) and ~ = (A B, 60 ~, P~). We define a new 
grammar ~ = (A, 60, P)  where A = A A -4- A ~, 60 = 60 ~ and P is formed 
by these rules: 
1. All the rules of P~. 
2. The rules of P~ not of the form 6 B --+ ~ (terminating rules). 
3. 6 B --+ ~'6oA~ " for each rule of P~ of the form a B --+ ~ = ~'~" .  G is 
an ELG, and clearly £(~) = AoB, i.e., quasi-regular events are closed 
under the "o" operation. 
D.  OPERATION "~" 
Let A be a quasi-regular event generated by the ELG ~A = (AA, ~OA, 
pA). We define a new grammar ~ = (A, 60, P)  where A = A A, ~o = 6o A 
and P contains all the rules of pA, the rules 6o --+ co for each ~ C Q, and 
also a rule ~ --~ ~'60~" for each rule ~A --+ ~ = ~'co~" of pa. ~ is an ELG, 
and clearly £(~) = A*, i.e., quasi-regular events are dosed under the 
"*" operation. 
We now give a theorem, which we call the "Kleene theorem" for the 
family of quasi-regular events. 
T~IEO~EM 1. The family of quasi-regular events is the minimal family of 
sets of tapes which contains the finite sets, and which is closed under +,  
"o," and ,,* ,, 
To prove the theorem we need the following lemma. 
II I . (Brzozowski, 1962). Let A and B be two sets, with the condition 
that for each ¢ C A it is I ¢ I > 2. In other words A does not contain any 
right unity of T (°). Consider the formal equation on sets 
X = XoA + B (1) 
2 Here and in the following we use + %o indicate the logical union U. 
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We prove that its solution is: 
X = BoA* 
1. X ~ BOA*. In fact, from (1) we have that X D B and X ~ XoA.  
Suppose inductively that X ~ BoA n which is true for n = O(X -~ B) .  
We have BoA ~+1 = BoA %A c XoA c X .  
2. X c BOA*. Let us suppose that, contrary to the assumptions, there 
exists a ? such that ? E X ,  ~ ~ BoA ~. From (1) there must exist a pair 
(71, ¢1) with 71 C X, ¢i E A such that ~ = ~1o~1. Since [ ¢~1 [ _>- 2 we 
have that I?1 > ]~1[. From the? l  EX i t  follows that ~1 C XoA or 
?~ ~ B. But 71 ~ B is against he hypothesis, so that there must exist a 
?2 E X and a @2 ~ A such that ~ = ?~°~2 with I 72 1 < I ~1 ]. By a finite 
number of the above described steps we must find e = ?~o¢~o~_~ . . . . .  ~ 
with ¢~ C A( i  = 1 • • • n)  and ?~ C B, which is contrary to the hypothe- 
sis. Consequently X c BOA*. 
Consider now an ELG ~ = (~, ~0, P)  which we mayassume robe free 
of productions of the form & -~ ~j. To each symbol ~ we associate the 
formal equation 
p,q , r  s r,q,~ s 
in the conventional way (Chomsky and Sch(itzenberger, 1963; Gins- 
burg and Rice, 1962). 
We have now a system of a finite number of formal equations in the 
sets ~.  Solving the system with respect o ~0, using repeatedly II I . 1, we 
find that 2(~) may be written applying the operators +,  o, and t a 
finite number of times to a finite set of strings, q.e.d. We give a simple 
example. 
Let us consider the grammar ~ = (& ~0, P)  on ~ = (0, 1), where: 
lO lO / 
~il ~ 1 ~o 1 
We obtain the two formal equations: 
~o = 10~o10 + 0~1 = ~oo(1010) -1- ~1o(01) 
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~1 = 1 + o~1o + 1~ol = 1 + ~1o(OO) + ~oO(11) 
Solving them, using III. 1 twice, we have: 
2(~) = lo(00)1o(01)o[ (11)o(00) Io(01)  -F 1010} t
SECTION IV 
We shall now extend the results obtained about the family of the 
ELG's to a set of families of linear grammars. 
Let/~ = ]~'/k" be a rational number, k,' and k" being relatively prime. 
DEFINITION 3. A k-linear grammar is a context-free grammar having 
only productions of the form: 
-* ~1~92 wi th  191 I/I~2 1 -- k, 
We call/c-regular events the sets generated by the family of k,-linear 
grammars. According to Definition 3 the ELG's are the l-linear gram- 
mars, and the quasi-regular events are the 1-regular events. 
DEFINITION 4. An equivalence relation on T~ is called a k'-congruenee 
if it satisfies the following condition: 
fx'~x"En'C~x" with ix' I/I x"  l = k, if ~E~ then \V (x ' ,x" )  
According to Definitions 2 and 6 the quasi congruences are the i-con- 
gruences. 
With techniques completely analogous to those of (PI), it is possible 
to show the following theorem: 
THEOREM 2. A set H is a k,-regular event if and only if there exists a 
k,-congruence of finite index which saturates it. 
Given a word ~ and a rational number k, = k,'/k," (/c', k," relatively 
prime) we decompose ~in this way: 
[I~11 
9 = ~1f0~2 with jT~ = k 
L I~0/< k,' + k," 
This decomposition is unique. In fact since [~ l/l ~ l = k'/k," it fol- 
lows that [ ~ I = ink,', [ ~2 [ = ink,", with m integer. But: 
I~ l  = [ 9/91 ]-J I- I(P2I ~-]~t20 I = ~n(k, ' -~-k,")  J l - [90  1 
190I < k,' +/c" 
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From the division algorithm follows the uniqueness of m and 1~01 and 
eonsequently of the given decomposition. 
The meaning of Theorem 2 is now better clarified if we note that for 
each/c we may introduce on T~ the folIowing associative abstract product 
~o~: 
~ok¢ -- ¢1~¢2 
In this way we induce on T~ a new semigroup structure with respect o 
"ok". We ealI this semigroup T~ (°k). It is easily verified that T~ (°~) has no 
left unity, while it has each ~ with [~1 < k' + k ~' as right unity. We 
call ~k the set of all these unities. In addition Tz (°k) is right but not left 
caneellative. 
Observing that the k-congruences are just right invariant equivalence 
reIations with respect o "%", Theorem 2 is the analogous of the theorem 
of Nerode with respect o this abstract product. 
I t  is also possible to prove a Kleene Theorem for the family of k- 
linear grammars, involving the operators -t-, %, and *k .~ 
(A ¢k = f~k + A ~- A%A + . . . )  
We point out finally that since every congruence is also a k-eongruenee 
for each k, we have from Myhill's (Rabin and Scott, 1959) theorem this 
nonobvious result :
Given a one-sided (Chomsky and Sehfitzenberger, 1963; Bar-Hillel 
et al., 1961) linear grammar for each k there exists a/c-linear grammar 
equivalent to it. This result allows us to define some strange regularity 
preserving operations on regular sets (Stearns and ttartmanis, 1963). 
Given a regular event R and k = 1J/k", consider the set 
Ra I - {~113~ = ~1f0~2 C R [1~1]/1~2I  = k, I q~0l = c~ < k'  -t- It"If 
(a fixed) 
We shall show that R, 1 is regular. In fact let ~ be a It-linear grammar 
which generates R, construct he one sided linear grammar ~ with the 
following conditions: 
1. For any rule ~ --~ ~'g~" of ~ substitute ~-+ ~'~. 
2. For any rule ~ --* ~ -- ~0~2 substitute 5 --~ ~ if [~0 ] = a. Other- 
wise delete the rule. ~P generates R~ 1. 
3 The proof is based on the fact that the solution of the equation X = X%A q- B 
with the condition I ¢ ] _>- k' -k to" for each ~ C A, is X = B% Ate. 
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Theorem 3 also tells that the family of regular events is contained in 
the intersection of all the families of k-regular events. Do regular events 
exhaust this intersection? We have not been able to answer this question. 
The problem seems to be interesting. In fact, in one case one would 
give a singular characterization f regular events, and in the other case 
one would find a new family of events, with pleasant properties: it
would be properly contained in the families of/c-regular events for each 
k, and it would properly contain regular events, being a sort of "minimal 
extension" of them. 
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